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Abstract 
This paper opined that across the Nigerian state countless young people have 

fallen victims to police brutality since 1992 when SARS was formed. The paper 

also acknowledged the rights of Nigerian youths to protest, but condemn any 

protest that could lead to hoodlums looting properties of innocent Nigerians. In a 

democracy, the citizens, including Nigerian youths have the right to protest to 

ventilate their anger on what is injustice and evil. The EndSARS protests provided 

an opportunity to the government to urgently restructure the country on the path 

of true federalism and genuine democracy. Nigeria need devolution of powers 

into six regions with a weak central government that will help bring state police 

and good governance closer to the people. If the political system would have been 

restructured along the path of true federalism they would have been any issue and 

problem of EndSARS protest/police brutality. In a restructured, Nigeria, every 

state and region has opportunity of forming people oriented policing. This paper 

argued that EndSARS protest is a wakeup call for true federalism and democracy. 

Serious lessons should be learnt from the EndSARS protest to make Nigeria attain 

greatness. The study adopted the descriptive design. It draw upon primary and 

secondary sources, primary sources include oral information’s and testimonies. 

Newspapers and magazines reports were also used in conjunction with official 

records in government publications. Secondary sources include relevant books. 

The researcher also made use of direct observation method. All the information so 

gathered were subjected to historical evaluation. 

 

Keywords: ENDSARS Protest, Nigerian youths, police brutality, implications, 

democracy. 
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Introduction 

The EndSARS protest was a protest organized by Nigerian youths against police brutality 

and the negative effects of the false federal system that enhance dictatorship and tyranny. 

Behind the EndSARS protest were young promising Nigerians who decided to agitate for 

their democratic rights. The EndSARS promoters desire praise because the protest was 

peaceful until when hired hoodlums from the state started attacking the peaceful 

protesters from Abuja, Kwara and some other states. The EndSARS protest is about the 

future of Nigerian youths, as they desired to have a secured and a true federal system and 

genuine democracy. The EndSARS protest is about not allowing the future of Nigerian 

youths to be mortgaged, subjugated or put to shame. The EndSARS protest was about 

having a prosperous and promising democratic Nigeria. Part of the demand of the 

protesters were change of the constitution, and the security system which is relevant to the 

progress of a true federal system. If Nigeria is restructured along the path of true 

federalism they would have been any EndSARS protest. The EndSARS protest was about 

change of the security system, and a better federal system and institutions.   

 

Following local and international outcry in support for “ENDSARS” Protest by Nigerian 

Youths. Police authorities acting on the orders of President Muhammadu Buhari on 

Sunday, October 11, 2020, announced the disbandment of SARS. The Inspector General of 

Police, Mohammed Adamu (2020) said it was done in the spirit of democratic, citizen-

centred and community policing. SARS means Special Anti-Robbery Squad. It was formed 

in 1992; the aim was to fight armed robbery and other related crime like kidnapping; they 

were not allowed to be in police uniform, they publicly carry guns or have walkie-talkies 

to trace the hideout of robbers and kidnappers. SARS were given unmarked vehicles with 

no license plates sometimes or private plate numbers during duty to enable them 

effectively fight robbery in the day and night. With time however, SARS somehow became 

synonymous with gross violation of human rights highlighted by torture, extortion, extra-

judicial killings, and other forms of ill-treatment. Isioma Madike (2020) explains the stories 

of some of those brutalized, which fueled the campaign for EndSARS protest and its ban 

in recent time by Buhari administration (2020). 

 

Some of the victims of SARS explains that SARS’ cells are nightmare and undemocratic 

where some Nigerian youths are tortured and extra-judicially killed by the squad. Indeed, 

torture and ill-treatment remain routine practice during SARS daily operations and at its 

detention centers. But the one that assaulted the sensibility of Nigerians was the recent 

graphic footage, which showed SARS officers dragging two men from the hotel in Lagos, 

and shooting one of them in the strait. The gory incident spontaneously ignited mass fury 

across the country and fuelled long standing calls for the disbandment of the squad. The 
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video sparked a deluge of footages and stories posted on social media alleging recent 

atrocities, abominations, barbarity, brutality and man inhumanity to man by the notorious 

police unit, often accused of rampant abuses, ruthlessness and wickedness to Nigerian 

youths especially. 

 

What caused the disbandment of SARs as a police unit was that the squad left it main duty 

to check robbery and kidnapping to start setting up road blocks for indiscriminate searches 

of hand phones and laptops, they often operates in plain clothes, brandishing heavy 

weapons and setting up widespread anger, fear and intimidation to the public that finds it 

difficult to differentiate between armed robbers and the SARs operatives. 

 

In one of the videos posted on twitter, on lookers accused a squad of SARS officers of 

shooting a motorist and dumping him on the road side. They filmed the incident before 

the officer’s speed away from the scene with the victim’s vehicle. In another one, a man 

standing against a packed bus seemingly unarmed was allegedly gunned down by SARS 

officers. Indeed, torture, extortion and ill-treatment remain routine practice during SARs 

daily operations and at its detention centres tis was annoying and upsetting. These had 

angered many public figures, youths and celebrities, including stars like Wizkid, Davido, 

Flavour and 2face, to condemn these abuses, many other prominent Nigerians have joined 

the campaign to “ENDSARS”. (Isioma Madike, 2020). 

 

Another factor that causes the “ENDSARS” protest across Nigeria is that the Amnesty 

International apathy explains that, the Nigerian authorities have failed to prosecute a 

single officer in the notorious SARS, despite anti-torture legislation passed in 2017, and 

evidence that its members have continued to use torture and other ill-treatments to 

execute, punish and extract information from suspects. According to the Amnesty 

International, “The complete failure of the Nigerian authorities to bring an end to the gross 

human rights violations perpetuated by the Special Anti-Robbery Squad or to bring any 

SARS officer to justice is shocking and unacceptable. Nigerians are outraged by the 

systemic human rights violations perpetrated by the SARS with Impunity “(Osai Ojigho, 

2020)”. 

 

The systemic use of torture and other ill-treatment by SARS officers for police 

investigations and the continued existence of torture chambers within the Nigerian Police 

Force points to an absolute disregard for international human rights laws and standards. 

It is clear that the international community detest the assault, aggression, and attack of 

SARS on the right of Nigerians. Such offensive onslaught on the sensibility of Nigerian 

youths let to the campaign of “ENDSARS” protest in Nigeria and even in the diaspora. The 
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impunity of SARS led to the disbandment of the squad. SARS outlined its usefulness as a 

security outfit when it started attacking Nigerians youths whom it was meant to protect. 

The prime responsibility of government and security agencies is to protect lives and 

properties of the citizens; not to hurt them. Other security outfit in the Nigerian police 

should learn from SARs disbandment. 

 

The Symbolism of EndSARS: A Wakeup Call to True Federalism and Genuine 

Democracy in Contemporary Nigeria. 

The mobilization of the “ENDSARS” protest started from the social media. From there it 

spread across the 36 States of the Federation. Nigerian Youths were the major population 

of the protest. Deficit in good governance and security in Nigeria was the reason that led 

to the demand of “EndSARS”. SARS was operating as a colonial police that was design to 

be aggressive driven. And not a democratic policing that is people centred, friendly and 

people driven. 

 

Another factor that explains the “EndSARS” Protest was the gap and lack of trust between 

the government and the police on one side and the suspicious of the youths and the citizens 

against the police and the government on the other side of the divide. There was no bridge 

of communication to allay the frustration and fear between government and citizenry. 

Over the years, Nigerian youths had lost faith in the federal system, democracy, police, 

elders and the ruling class. Whereas the Nigerian youths are the vibrant segment of the 

population. As the government undermined the youthful population; EndSARS protest by 

Nigerian youths was a widow through which the failure of the ruling class and the elders 

who failed to secure development, justice and fairness in the polity could vent their anger. 

End Sars Protest was a symbolism for the Nigerian youths to secure better future and 

greater involvement in the nascent democracy. EndSARS Protest was a campaign and 

struggle to fight for rights and entitlement in the Nigerian project by the Nigerian youths. 

The protest was caused by lack of government response to the plea of the Nigerian youths 

for better future free from oppression, poverty and unemployment.  

 

For a long time, the Nigerian government failed to plan for her youthful population and 

more so the past governments failed to also dialogue with them. The “EndSARS” protest 

was one of the many problems Nigerian youths want the ruling class to address for fear of 

extinction of their natural resources without security, development, accountability, and 

true democracy. The EndSARS Protest symbolized that the Nigerian youths are vanguard 

of the struggle for democracy, true federalism, freedom, liberty and prosperity of the 

Nigerian state. The protest was an organized struggle to address the future of Nigeria 

youths, it was fortunate the Buhari administration accepted the 5 points demand of the 
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EndSARS protest. The perception of the “EndSARS” protest by the Nigerian youths was 

design to fight for their democratic rights, recognitions, attention and to benefit from their 

country. The protest was a struggle against injustice. To confront the corrupt systems until 

aspirations are met. The struggle was centred on survival and livelihood of the future 

generations of Nigerians. As they wanted equal political representation in the Nigerian 

project. So that they could secure sustainable income, functional education and 

employment. The boldness of the Nigerian youths during the protest reveals that they 

want state police, restructuring and urgent change in the way the Nigerians state is govern. 

 

During the “EndSARS” protest, the Nigerian youths carried placards and national flag to 

show that they are committed to the struggle and control of their country and its resources 

to benefit the masses and to address their future problems as leaders of tomorrow. This is 

because democracy allow people to protest and demand for change when the system and 

institutions are faulty. The EndSARS Protest by the Nigerian youths means that you must 

never be fearful about what you are doing when it is right. To the Nigerian youths SARS 

was a gang of goons and hired thugs in police uniforms. Nigerian youths during the 

EndSARS protest raged at their inhuman brutality and barbaric bestialities. SARs 

degraded Nigerian youths and people to nothing by killing, maiming and stealing from 

them at gun point. SARS became mob killers for corrupt politician and the wealthy people 

in the society. To the Nigerian youths SARs was evil. Even though, SARS men have foiled 

armed robberies, aborted critical crimes and rescue captives of men of the underworld. 

(Ugbechie, 2020). Yet, in the recent history of Nigeria, the “EndSARS” campaign garnered 

global support with the United Kingdom, United States and United Nation Organizations 

weighing in. SARS operatives were repeatedly accused of various inhuman crime 

including assault, extortion and murder. 

 

Owing to the outrage, the Inspector General of Police (IGP) who had banned SARS, hastily 

formed a new security outfit known as the Special Tactical Squad (STS) and Intelligence 

Response Team (TRT) for undertaking routine patrols including stop and search duties. 

Not convinced owing to similar promises of reforming the unit in the past which failed; 

citizens persisted in the “EndSARS” protest which soon gained global attention as world 

leaders and celebrities joined in. Meanwhile, what Nigerian youths wanted was a better 

policing orientation in an organized, patriotic and civil manner. The “EndSARS” Protest 

by the Nigerian youths was seen as a manifestation of the national desire of citizens to 

participate in matters concerning policing and internal security in the fundamental 

principles of community policing and democratic process; which the Nigerian youths 

desire as citizens of the Nigerian State. The demand of the Nigerian youths in the 
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“EndSARS” protest was a critical component of the National Policing and Internal Security 

strategy of the Nigerian State. 

 

The pressure from the Nigerian youths at home and abroad to disband SARS was in line 

with democratic, citizen centered and community policing. Lagos governor, Babjide 

Sanwo – Olu (2020) commended the Nigerian youths for their bravery and resilience in the 

campaign against police brutality and extra – judicial killings. The governor (2020) also 

said, the protest over police brutality and extra-judicial killings were the beauty of 

democracy which made it legally right for every individual to air their views on issues 

without being molested or harassed. The disbandment of SARS symbolized that the 

Nigerian youths were right to go on the street to demand for EndSARS in a democratic 

process. The youths won the battle. The EndSARS protest by Nigerian youths with their 5 

point demand gave government the opportunity to restructure policing system in Nigerian 

that would benefit the citizenry and to fight crime effectively. They include: immediate 

release of all arrested protesters; justice for all deceased victims of police brutality and 

adequate compensation for their families; setting upon independent body to oversee the 

investigation and prosecution of all reports of police misconduct (within ten days) in line 

with the new police act, psychological evaluation and retraining (to be confirmed by an 

independent body) of all disbanded SARS before redeployment and increase in salary of 

police. 

 

The disbandment of SARS as in a democracy has shown the benefit of the dividend of 

democracy of concern Nigerian youths, especially people who have been accused, 

oppressed and subjected to all forms of abuses and brutality by some reckless members of 

the SARS. The “EndSARS” Protest symbolized that what Nigerian youths needed was a 

trusted police force which is guided by respect and protection of the rights of Nigerian 

citizens. The Nigerian police must ensure that their actions are in accordance with the 

fundamental principles for the protection and development of a just society. If Nigerians 

see police as bias, and tribalistic, they will be living in fear and mistrust of the police. They 

will be skeptical of what’s coming next in their lives and wellbeing. This gives citizen 

wrong perception of the police and that is not right. SARS brutality with impunity makes 

Nigerian youths to hate police. This sometime makes them to be tense up when they 

approach police in the check points even when they have not committed any offence. These 

are some of the characteristics of colonial policing, not democratic policing that are 

friendly. Policing under colonialism and military rule is difference to the policing under 

democracy. Police under democracy respect human right, the rule of law and good 

behavior. 
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Democratic and community policing in the recent history of Nigeria is the right way to go. 

More so, democratic training is important to enhance police morale and good behavior. 

During the colonial period Nigerians see police as an enemy of the people. In democratic 

dispensation, steps should be taken by the government to give the police positive images. 

Thus, Nigeria need police reform that will make police see citizens as a friend. The 

EndSARS protest was a signal of leadership failure in Nigeria. The “EndSARS” Protest is 

the first steps to the many conflict facing Nigerian youths. It shows that the government 

and the youths lacks connectivity. From intelligence gathering the pains and suffering of 

the Nigerian youths has been neglected and has not been addressed by several 

governments in Nigeria. This is because the government is not closer to the youths, so they 

feel excluded and marginalized. Hence, police brutality and oppression does not give 

Nigerian youths access in the corridor of power to express their democratic rights. 

 

The “EndSARS” protest is a wakeup call to the government and security agents to seat-up 

and open-up the political space to give the youth’s equal representation in government. 

For the youths have been taken for granted and their right to leadership role have been 

ignored. The “EndSARS” Protest is an early warning signal to government to provide good 

governance and democratic policing in Nigerian; to prepare the youths for future 

leadership role in the Nigerian State. The Nigerian government need to build confidence 

and trust between the ruling class and the youths. The protest is a symbol that the 

government need to dialogue with the youths so that peace and harmony should prevail 

in the corridor of power in Nigerian State. 

 

The idea of the government to use the military to oppress and crack down of peaceful 

protest is undemocratic. For example, during the “EndSARS” Protest at Lekki Toll Gate at 

Lagos, the call of the military to crack down on the “EndSARS” Protesters was barbaric 

and brutality as many youths were killed and many wounded by the confrontation of the 

military with live gunshots on the protesters. The “EndSARS” Protest was hijacked by the 

hoodlums, when the army started gunning down the peaceful protesters at Lekki Toll 

Gate, the protest for example escalated in Lagos State and beyond. The government and 

the army respond to the protest was with anger. “EndSARS” Protest at Lekki Toll Gate in 

Lagos was a lesson to learn of the disconnect between the government and the people. The 

government need to build trust to gain the confidence of the people during a democratic 

dispensation. The manner and the ways in which SARS operate in the South is different 

the way it operates in the North. In the Southern part of Nigeria, SARS has been very brutal 

to the youths; but it is not so in the North. That is the reason the youths in the North were 

operating differently from their brothers in the South. For example, youths in Nasarawa 

and Zamfara States wanted SARS. Even though the EndSARS Protest lesson has not been 
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learnt by the police. Some of the police officials are still engaged in extorting Nigerians on 

the highways. This continues to give the Southern people concern of abuse. 

 

However, following the “EndSARS” protest aftermath, the Federal Government ordered 

states to form judicial panels of enquiry to begin operation soonest. However, Musa 

Rafsanjani (2020) a human right activist, argued that Nigeria is good at holding panel of 

inquiry but nothing comes out of it. Many of the panel reports are just window dressing 

and cosmetic. It lack transparency and honesty. The members of the panel should not take 

oath of secrecy. This shows that the panel members are jokers. It brings suspicious and 

mistrust among the Nigerian people. It makes the panels watery and lacks transparency in 

the side of government, public and the witnesses. The oath of secrecy in the panel of 

inquiry makes the people to lose confidence in the government. Nigeria, needs national 

healing and a more nationalistic approach to bring back the confidence of the youth and 

the ruling class in the engagement of nation building. The media and the judiciary should 

also be fair to the people.  

 

Besides, the Nigerian Broadcasting Commission (NBC) should be fair to the media, not to 

be working against the Nigerian people. They should allow the media as an armed of 

government to play its role. Following the “EndSARS” protest; the NBC fines on AIT, 

ARISE TV, CHANNELS TV for reporting social media event was unconstitutional as it 

hinders the media to play its role in a democracy. Every nation at a point in history is faced 

with circumstances that require people to speak the truth and damned the consequences. 

Martin Luther King had to speak truth to white power; to white domination in America. 

He damned the consequence. But generations after him now profit from his burst of 

courage. Rosa Park was just another black woman in the train. But she raised her voice to 

the right pitch against an unjust and inequitable system. She pulled no trigger. King threw 

no bomb, they simply raised their voices to decibel louder and more potent than the sound 

of guns and the boom of bombs. The courage of the Nigerian youths and people to speak 

out in the “EndSARS” Protest was commendable, admirable and praiseworthy and not 

blameworthy. It is a shame that some governors will chose to stay dumb rather than speak 

out when police brutalized their subjects. That is not leadership. Nigerians cannot be 

insecure abroad and be far worse at home. Governors in every state should have the power 

to come out to condemn police brutality as Chief Security Officer of their state. (Ugbechie, 

2020). 

 

SARS was not people – friendly. Nyesom Wike, the governor of Rivers State, accused men 

of SARS in Rivers State of being behind the robberies and kidnapping in his state. 

EndSARS protest started with one man from the social media and then it spread like 
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wildfire to the 36 States of the Federation, and even in the diaspora. SARS was brutal to 

the Nigerian Youths and people; their victims were hushed into mortifying silence. Army 

people retreated at the sight of SARS. Every youths not well dressed with a phone and 

laptop was a suspect. SARS was the accuser and the judge in their own court. So, you are 

guilty as charged no matter your innocence (Ugbechie, 2020). 

 

It is important to note that the demands for fundamental police reforms by the protesting 

Nigerian youths are in pursuit and symbolism of Nigeria’s aspiration in the nation’s 

national anthem “to build a nation where peace and justice shall reign”. Justice which the 

Nigerian youths wanted the national security strategy reflect in its operation is the first 

condition of humanity and any organized clime. It is also symbolic to note that a society 

where those who are paid from the public purse to protect the lives and property of the 

people become themselves threat to the liberty, safety and dignity of the people; where 

human life is difficult and brutish is not one fit for free Nigerian youths and people to live 

in. SARs brutality and extra-judicial killings of Nigerian youths and people are 

incompatible with the values and tenets of democratic society govern by the supremacy of 

the rule of law and democracy. 

 

In the contemporary history of Nigeria, it is difficult for anyone truly committed to the rule 

of law, democracy and good governance to be opposed to demand of the SARs protesters. 

There is no way that any cultured and civilized society can make decent and reasonable 

progress without the enthronement of these values of democracy, freedom of speech and 

association. The EndSARS Protesters used posters, placards, handbills and the national 

flag to democratically advertised, announced and dispatched their message of 

“EndSARS”. The “EndSARS” protesters have for better part of the commencement of their 

civil action conducted themselves with an admirable sense of wisdom, maturity, and 

nobility. The EndSARS protest was commendable. The protesters at the beginning 

demonstrated a high level of organizational courtesy, civility, consent, manner and 

politeness. Which demonstrated and symbolized a new level of consciousness, intuition, 

awareness, realization and wakeup call of the capability of a vibrant civil society as well 

as the efficacy of people’s power: The national drive of the Nigerian youths for EndSARS 

protest if managed properly without hoodlum hijacking it can only ultimately strengthen 

the nation’s democratic evolution and sustainability. 

 

Arnold Toynbee, the great 19th Century historian explained that societies progress through 

a process of “Challenge and response”. Societies confronts challenges such as injustice, 

impunity, corruption, dictatorship and are forced to respond to resistance and struggle for 

emancipation. (Tinubu, 2020). It is important to note that if the Nigerian youths and people 
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can speak with one voice against EndSARS and police brutality and injustice over time. 

The result is the triumph of justice over injustice, liberty over tyranny and right over 

wrong. Thus, it enable the Nigerian state and society to be elevated to a higher level of 

good, accountability, responsibility and responsive governance. It is also important to note 

that it was through this process of colonialism, apartheid, neo-colonialism and all forms of 

man inhumanity to man, dictatorship, absolute rule, authoritarianism, autocracy, 

despotism, fascism, Hitlerism, totalitarianism and tyranny have been overcome across 

time and space. Today, the world is enjoying the dividend of democracy, justice, fairness, 

equalitarianism and freedom. For example, Nigeria’s recent democratic dispensation was 

born through the struggle against the challenge of military dictatorship. Many Nigerians, 

like Chief Abiola and the wife died for us to enjoy democracy in Nigeria today. 

 

It is of great value to note that the EndSARS protest by the Nigerian youths and people 

have led to the disbandment of SARs as a unit in the Nigerian police force. And this 

achievement of the Nigerian youths advocacy against SARS by the grace of God will 

triggered the commencement of the fundamental reform of the country’s policing system. 

Already, the Buhari administration has acted with commendable dispatch by not only 

scrapping SARS but also accepting the five point demand that caused and sparked-off the 

protest. This reveals a huge sensitivity to the anger of the youths. Nigerian youths are 

waiting to see the reforms demanded by the EndSARS protesters to be implemented by 

the government and the police force urgently. If the Nigerian government had not 

implemented promised reforms in the past, the swiftness with which it has responded to 

the demands of the EndSARS protesters this time is a positive change by Buhari 

Administration, both of attitude and a new sense of urgency. (Tinubu, 2020, p8).  

 

As a symbol of national drive to enhance democracy in Nigeria, in correspondents to the 

EndSARS protest by Nigerian youths. Not more 10 states have so far established state – 

based judicial panels of inquiry to investigate complaints of police brutality or related 

justice for all victims of the dissolved Special Anti-Robbery Squads (SARs) and other police 

units as directed by the National Economic Council (NEC) under the Buhari led 

administration. The NEC had directed that judicial panels will include representatives of 

youths, students, civil society organizations office of the Attorneys General in States. The 

national Human Rights Commission (NHRC) and would be chaired by a respected retired 

High Court Judge after a virtual meeting presided over by Vice-President Yemi Osinbanjo 

at the Presidential Villa, Abuja. The terms of reference for the panels are to: receive and 

investigate complaints, police brutality or related extra-judicial killings: evaluate the 

evidence presented/other surrounding circumstances, and draw conclusions as to the 

validity of the complaints; and recommend compensation and other measures, where 
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appropriate. The NEC further directed that the panel’s assignment should be concluded 

within a maximum of six months unless there are convincing reasons why a state governor 

should allow an extension. The NEC also directed each state to set up Victims Support 

Fund to enable payments of monetary compensation to deserving victims of alleged 

brutalities as well as Special Security and Human Rights complaint officers in the 

respective states. Some of the states that have set up the judicial panels are Lagos, Plateau, 

Ondo, Ogun, Anambra, Ekiti, Enugu, Akwa Ibom, Oyo, Cross River, Sokoto, Rivers, 

Adamawa, Delta, Imo, Borno, Kano and Edo. Some of the setbacks observed relating to the 

setting up of the judicial panels are that such arrangement will be weakened because 

governors have no control of the police. Governors have no power to bring erring police 

officers to justice and get compensation for the victims. Many of the states are complaining 

of lack of funds to even pay salaries of workers. 

 

Conclusion and Recommendation 

The EndSARS protest symbolized that police reform is urgent. The arrow heads of that 

movement used the incident of police brutality and an angry youth response to mobilize 

what is now a nationwide movement. The “EndSARS” protest is also the very beginnings 

of a “Green Revolution” Nigeria’s own version of the “Arab Spring”, whose impact might 

have deep political consequences in the long and short term. The problems of the Nigeria 

police force system is that it was never designed for civil society. It was always a colonial 

constabulary police whose operation and philosophy was containment and suppression. 

It chief tactics was the humiliation of the African colonial subject. It accorded very little 

regard to the dignity of the citizens. Nigeria inherited this police system from her colonial 

master, Britain. (Obi Nwakanma, 2020). 

 

The “EndSARS” protest is a welcome development and wakeup call for national 

consciousness and nation building for democracy to prevail. In the 1950’s, 60s, 70s, and 80s 

and to a very limited extent in the 90s, the Nigerian youth were led from the University 

Campuses by the Nigerian Students Movement. They fought public issues, from the 

Anglo-Nigerian Defence pact, to education reform to oil subsidies to the anti-military and 

pro-democracy movements. Many Nigerian youths and students of the universities – were 

made martyred on the streets for these protest by brutal police and military contingents 

sent down to suppress them forcefully. Police brutality has a long history in Nigeria. (Obi 

Nwakanma 2020) Today in Nigeria, the youths have had enough of police brutality, torture 

and extra-judicial killings. The problem of Nigerian police is caused by the faulty 

foundation of the justice system on which a national ethos was built. (Obi Nwakanma, 

2020). 
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Nigerian police reform should not be politicized or a lip-service reform. It would require 

a restructuring of the entire judicial system on which enforcement and sanctions are based, 

starting with the courts to the office of the Attorney General. It goes beyond EndSARS 

demands. It require a “Green Revolution”, perhaps Nigerian youths and people are closer 

to it; now that poverty, unemployment and marginalization of the youthful population are 

in a tight corner and have nowhere else to go but confront the corrupt ruling class and the 

faulty unitary system disguised as federalism. It is important to note that in the recent 

history of Nigeria, the dust raised by the “EndSARS” protests against police brutality 

symbolized that in a restructured Nigeria along the path of true federalism, the 

economically and politically empowered regions will have their own police and be in 

advantage position to address the demands of the protesting youths. The “EndSARS” 

Protesters raised a fundamental issue in restructuring. The protesters raised the issue of 

police brutality which could have been avoided if the country had embraced true 

federalism and state police. 

 

The Lekki episode at Lagos and other states in Nigeria could have been avoided as proper 

restructuring of the country would have taken care of the youths demands. In Lekki, for 

example, many youth were injured. So the government at the centre should have the 

political will and courage to embrace true federalism; so that the nation’s military would 

not continue to threaten the lives of Nigerian youths who desire true federalism and state 

police. According to Babatope (2020), “those of us calling for restructuring are not enemies 

of Nigeria. It is the best way to manage a multiethnic, multi-religious state like Nigeria. If 

we restructure, we are only embracing true – federalism and if we do that we could spare 

the lives of the younger ones”. 

 

State police is part of true federalism and restructuring. In a proper federal system, the 

state police issue would be adequately taken care of. The ruling class in Nigeria in this 

democratic dispensation should have the bravery to embrace true federalism and state 

police. There is a strong link between this “EndSARS” protest and restructuring of Nigeria 

along the path of true federalism. As Olajide (2020) aptly pointed out “The Constitution of 

Nigeria and the geo-political structure are the major causes of the dysfunctional security 

system. The issue of police/SARS brutality is merely dysfunctional government system 

arising from the unitary centralized system”. If Nigeria has a people-oriented constitution, 

which is truly federal in nature, the country will be better off. Nigeria with many ethnic 

groups with different cultures and priorities, and as big as this, should not have had a 

unitary centralized system. It has never worked anywhere in the world. Moreso, if Nigeria 

have state and local government police, it will be difficult for any police officer to brutalize 

his people because people know him and where he comes from. 
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It is important to note that the symbolism of state police/restructuring and EndSARS 

protest is an issue of a cause and effect phenomenon. According to Oladide (2020) “If you 

move a police officer from Kebbi State and deploy him to Ibadan where he doesn’t have 

the faintest idea of their culture and he is not in any way related to them, he will treats the 

people like an animal, especially in a system where sanctions are not applied to defaulting 

or erring police officers”. Unless Nigeria is restructured and state police is considered 

Nigeria would continue to witness agitation, such as, “EndSARS” protest. Nigeria also 

need genuine democracy, and true federalism so that every region would control her 

resources and her regional or state police. 

 

It is the local people that know how to police themselves. It is only when we have state 

police that we can be sure of proper policing in Nigeria.  The Nigerian government should 

not be living in isolation in the global community. So that it can applied the system of state 

and Local Government Police system in Nigeria. The Federal Government should take 

creation of state police and true federalism as a matter of urgent importance so that we 

would avoid a resurgence of situation that will bring the country to a halt like what 

Nigerians at home and abroad witnessed with the “EndSARS” protest. (Ajibulu, 2020, p.7). 

 

The symbolism of the “EndSARS” protest is an element of truth and inadequacies of the 

Federal Government. If we are running the same presidential system like the United States, 

we should emulate them effectively to get the positive development and security results 

like them. In a broader wisdom and sense of direction for the Nigerian government to learn 

a lesson, the “EndSARS” protest was occasioned by hunger, suffering, unemployment, 

poverty and police brutality in the land caused by a faulty foundation, and structure. Since 

members of the disbanded SARS and other police units, takes orders from Abuja, the states 

governors were handicapped, disadvantaged and restricted in dealing with the huge rot 

in the police force; such as, extortion, torture and extra-judicial killings of innocent citizens. 

Under the operation of state police, such brutalities by police officers would be drastically 

curbed because the State Police Command would be responsible to the state governor, 

while on the other hand, the police officers would be known to the people and they cannot 

be ruthless and aggressive. It is symbolic to also note that true federalism will produced 

buoyant state economies, resulting from resource control which will bring better and lively 

living conditions for the people and their state created police officers. A true federal 

Nigeria, will ensure healthy economic competition for each state and region. In the process, 

it will ensure judicious utilization of states resources, poverty and unemployment among 

Nigerian youths would reduce, strikes and protest will also reduce. There will be nothing 

like “EndSARS” protest and resource control agitations. The agitation of true federalism 
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and state police has come of age (Edokpolo, 2020). It is high time all necessary procedures 

are put in place for its active take-off. As an early warning signal, the “EndSARS” protest 

has further stamped the agitation for state police, any further delay means that the federal 

government is insensitive, inactive and passive to the plea and prayer of the people. If we 

had a state police, it would have been easy for intelligence to show that upheavals, like 

“EndSARS” protest was going to happen and it would have been easy to provide adequate 

security for the protesters, and ensure they remained peaceful protesters so that the issue 

of looting, and killings would have been prevented; by using conflict prevention strategy 

to prevent crisis before it happened.   

 

Furthermore, Nigeria’s should stop interpreting the recent EndSARS protest ethnically or 

religiously, doing so could be very misleading, insincere, ambiguous, biased, deceitful, 

confusing and distorting the real intention of the peaceful protest, even though the 

peaceful protest was later hijacked by hoodlum to loot peoples properties. According to 

President, Christian Association of Nigeria (CAN) Samson Ayokunle Olasupo, (2020), in 

his remark, “initially, I thought that the EndSARS protest was organized by bad boys in 

the society but when I began to see and read stories of police brutality, I was surprised and 

supported their actions. But attributing the actions of the angry youths to a particular 

religion or ethnic group is insincere and unsafe”. No religious group was exempted from 

the effect of the EndSARS protest. The action was a spontaneous action that cannot be 

attributed to any religion or ethnic group. But a wakeup call to all Nigerians to come 

together and restructure the governance mechanism, apparatus and operation in the 

country to benefit all the citizens. 

 

Following the illumination of Segun Ayobolu (2020) the organizational potency and 

vibrancy of the restive youths behind the EndSARS protests. Symbolized that the leading 

political parties and leaders both in APC and PDP may in future pay heavy prices for 

compliancy and near total alienation from reality. From the EndSARS message of protests, 

the youths are saying, the older generation have failed them by their inability to create a 

system that supports their dreams and accommodate their aspirations in democracy and 

federal. If the protesting young men and women can mobilize the same kind of energy, 

resources, enthusiasm, focus, discipline and sense of purpose towards achieving specific 

political goals in 2023, then let our politicians quickly wake up to the reality that it can no 

longer be business as usual. There seems to be a tectonic shift on Nigeria’s political terrain 

created by the peaceful EndSARS protest. The youths has wake-up to demand for their 

democratic rights to leadership role and nation building. 
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The EndSARS protest symbolized that Nigerian youth must be included in government 

for a better Nigeria. This is commendable for a new Nigeria and genuine democracy in 

Nigeria. It symbolized a win for the “soro soke generation”. The oneness of love during 

the EndSARS protest has shown that there is much hope and readiness of good governance 

if the youths are given opportunity to replace the older generation of leaders. Nigerian 

youths should form a strong political party and take over power from the older generation. 

Furthermore, the youths also need trusted elders and politicians that would enable them 

secure power democratically. Nigerian youths should work and aligned with trusted 

politicians who are ready to build a bridge between the elites, and the youths and the 

masses. Such elites should be ready to shift power to the youthful generation. The youths 

need generational transition of power to them; so that they can attain their desired 

aspirations, vision and national healing as a people. Nigeria youths want peaceful 

coexistence, poverty reduction, jobs, infrastructure and development.                                                     
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